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PORTABLE ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEM FOR FLEXIBLE HYBRID ELECTRONICS

Anthony Joseph Hanson, M.S.E.
Western Michigan University, 2019

This work focuses on the fabrication and design of a portable electrochemical
sensing system for flexible hybrid electronic (FHE) sensors. A three-electrode chemical
sensor was fabricated using copper tape on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate,
using laser etching process. An electronic circuit was designed to measure the sensor
response through electrochemical techniques to detect different concentrations of
glucose. The device was calibrated to give the user a concentration value in 5 seconds.
The system was also designed to preform tests such as cyclic voltammogram and
chronoamperogram for various chemicals. A Bluetooth Low Energy module was used to
wirelessly transmit the results to a smart phone for post analysis. The system was
powered with a 3.7V lithium polymer battery using an average of 2.8 mA during the test.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background
For the past decade, there has been lots of time, money, and research that has

gone into making electronics thin and light weight while making them relatively costefficient [1]. The result of this interest has shined a light on flexible hybrid electronics,
also known as FHE. FHE allows electronic systems to be used in applications where
traditional electronics cannot function. FHE brings many more benefits such as roll-toroll manufacturing, time-to-market, and reduced manufacturing cost all while being on a
conformable substrate [2]. With this technology, a door has opened to make sensors
thin and flexible. A variety of sensors like strain, pressure, temperature, humidity, touch,
proximity, and chemical have been fabricated using FHE methods [3-53]. These
sensors which are fabricated on thin, flexible substrates in large volume gives industrial
companies an enormous option for new applications where sensors have not been used
before [54].
With bio-sensing being a major need in the electronics industry, sensors for
monitoring strain, temperature, ECG, and bio-chemicals have great potential for
wearable applications [55]. Chemical sensors have been proven to work for sensing the
concentrations of various materials. Some chemicals that can be found in the biological
species are potassium chloride, cadmium saline, and glucose [56]. Others can be heavy
metals like lead nitrate and cadmium nitrate [57-58]. Sensing chemicals usually
involves stationary, bulky and expensive lab equipment to get an accurate reading of
the concentration. With all the recent research of making printed chemical sensors on
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various substrates and providing roll-to-roll manufacturing, a large piece of lab
equipment is still necessary to read the sensors. This leads to the need of a portable,
all-in-one system which can do the same important functions as the larger lab-based
equipment.
1.2

Thesis Organization
The contents of this thesis are organized into four chapters. In Chapter 2, a

background of FHE will be discussed which will include fabrication techniques, types of
FHE sensors, and applications where these sensors can be used. Chapter 2 will also
discuss chemical sensing methods and electrochemical sensor designs. Chapter 3 will
focus on the development of the system including the sensor design and fabrication,
hardware used in the electronic readout, and the software used to calibrate the device.
This chapter will also include the results from the system. Finally, Chapter 4 will
summarize the present work and provide suggestions to further improve the system.
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CHAPTER 2
FLEXIBLE HYBRID ELECTRONICS AND CHEMICAL SENSING
2.1

Introduction
There is a need for electronics to become smaller, faster, and cheaper [1]. FHE

can be the solution to making them smaller and cheaper. FHE can redesign the concept
of how sensors, electronic components and printed circuit boards are made and used in
the industry. An active application in the field right now is biosensing. Biosensing can
include reading internal vital signs like heart rate or external parameters like the
temperature of the human body. Biosensing applications can also have the need to
know chemical concentrations in the body, like glucose levels. This brings the need to
integrate chemical sensors into an FHE system. This chapter will give a background on
FHE and chemical sensing that already exists.
2.2

Flexible Hybrid Electronics
Traditional electronics are manufactured through a multi-staged process which

requires photolithography, vacuum deposition, and electroless plating [2]. This process
can lead to a large amount of wasted materials causing this process to be expensive
and non-environmentally friendly. Therefore, with FHE the possibility that a printing
press can deliver electronics with quick turnaround times compared to traditional
methods, while being relatively inexpensive and flexible enough to be placed in
locations where electronics have not been used previously is an added advantage [3].
FHE can be advertised as ‘Electronics everywhere – big opportunities’ [3].
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2.2.1 Fabrication Techniques
To fabricate FHE, there are five main fabrication techniques that are being used
which include screen printing, gravure printing, flexography printing, inkjet printing, and
laser etching. These methods all differ from each other in terms of the resolution they
produce to viscosity of the material being used. Table 2.1 shows the specifications for
the four ink-based fabrication techniques.
Table 2.1. Specification of ink-based fabrication techniques [4].

Techniques

Image Carrier

Resolution
(um)

Ink film
Thickness
(um)

Printing
Speed
(m/min)

Line
Width
(um)

Viscosity
(Pa.s)

Gravure

Engraved Cylinder

15

0.02-12

8-100

15

0.01-1.1

Flexography

Photopolymer
Plate

20

0.17-8

5-180

15

0.01-0.5

Inkjet

Digital

20

0.01-0.5

0.02-5

20

0.001-0.1

Screen

Stencil

50

3-30

0.6-100

30

0.5-50
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Of the four ink-based printers, screen printing is the only one that can handle
higher viscosity inks. A screen printer uses a squeegee to push the material through a
mask onto a substrate (Fig. 2.1). The mask or screen acts as a stencil which creates the
design.

Figure 2.1. Screen printing process [5].
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Gravure printing provides the highest resolution of the four ink-based fabrication
techniques. This method uses an engraved cylinder which contains the desired design
(Fig. 2.2). This system uses a pool of ink under the gravure cylinder. The gravure
cylinder grabs the ink and transfers it to the substrate.

Figure 2.2. Gravure printing process [5].
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Flexography printing has the fastest print speed which is useful for large-scale
production of FHE. Flexography printing also has the design on a cylinder called the
plate cylinder (Fig. 2.3). An anilox roller gets the ink from a reservoir and transfers it
onto a plated cylinder. An impression cylinder, under the substrate helps with the
transfer process and moving the substrate.

Figure 2.3. Flexography printing process [5].
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Inkjet printing is a digital system. The design is contained on a CAD file. This
printer moves its nozzle to the areas specified in the design and then extrudes ink onto
the substrate (Fig. 2.4). Inkjet printing has a slow printing speed but can print low
viscosity inks. This printing method is mainly used for research and development
applications because there is no cost when changing the design of a system and can be
time effective depending on the change.

Figure 2.4. Inkjet printing process [5].
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Laser etching involves no ink like the other techniques mentioned. This process
usually uses a conductive material like copper tape and cuts off the undesired parts
(Fig. 2.5). The design is in a CAD file like inkjet printing, so it is relatively easy to change
designs. This system can also be used to cut substrates or dielectrics into different
designs. The laser head can also be used to carbonize a polymer such as Kapton tape
to provide conductive traces using no ink.

Figure 2.5. Laser etching process.
2.2.2 Sensors
Recently, sensors are being placed all over new and old products. For example,
cars that are being made today have a variety of sensors placed in them. This can
include blind spot detectors, collision avoidance, and even sensors to determine if a
passenger is large enough for the airbags [6]. FHE will play a huge role in further
enhancing these sensors. Currently, FHE has been incorporated into some industrial
used sensors. A few include humidity, temperature, chemical, pressure, strain, UV, and
touch sensors [7-12]. To gather the readings from these sensors, there is a handful of
approaches depending on how the sensor was made. A few of the readout methods
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used include capacitance, resistance, optical, and frequency. Every sensor will have
different parameters - for example, sensitivity, accuracy, or repeatability. These
parameters can usually be changed depending on the applications.
2.2.3 Applications for Flexible Hybrid Electronics
As mentioned previously, FHE has a large potential of applications. Robotics for
example is a growing industry that can include FHE. Applying a force sensor and
temperature sensor to a finger of a robotic hand would provide a feedback to the system
indicating how hard the grip being applied is and if the object is warm or not [13]. Strain
sensors could also be applied to robotic joints to send feedback on the angle of the
joints [14]. This would allow for more accurate and precise movements.
Putting FHE into existing products to make them “smart” is a trend happening in
the industry right now. For example, football helmets have changed over the years by
developing new materials for the padding and placing the pads in new locations where
studies have showed higher chance of injury. Adding FHE into the helmet is a great
application because of their light and thin profile. Pressure sensors made using FHE
methods could detect where impacts occur and the intensity of an impact without
altering the design of the helmet [15]. This information can be valuable for coaches,
players, parents, and even the manufacture of the helmets. Thin pressure sensors can
also be implemented into other products like socks [16]. This could help with the posture
for peoples walking and running while not feeling a difference in their socks.
Renewable energy is also a hot topic right now, and FHE can be implemented for
this application too. Energy harvesting systems using piezoelectric materials can be
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fabricated with FHE techniques [17]. With a light tap of a pencil, enough energy can be
generated to turn on an LED [18]. This technology combined with FHE could replace
floor tiles in crowded areas or even strips in road without being noticed and harvesting
the energy used every day.
Chemical sensing can provide a wide variety of applications. From finding metals
in water [19] to monitoring yeast cell concentration in a miniaturized cell assay [20] to
even finding the concentration of glucose in a drop of blood [21]. Most chemical sensors
are for single use, so one of the main problems is the cost of each sensor. With FHE
being able to fabricate sensors in large scale roll-to-roll manufacturing would make the
cost of each sensor relatively cost efficient. This means that these chemical sensors
could be used once for an application and then replaced with a new one while keeping
maintaining repeatability. For chemical sensing applications, one of the draw backs is
the piece of equipment used to monitor the concentration of the desired chemical. There
are machines like the PARSTAT 2273 by Ametek to read the response of these sensor
using electrochemical methods, but this machine is expensive, bulky, and stationary.
For some applications, this defeats the purpose of having a chemical sensor that is
fabricated using FHE methods. As stated, some of the advantages to FHE is to make
electronics more cost effective and portable, however with needing to attach the sensor
to a large instrumentation defeats the purpose. The solution is to make a portable
chemical sensing system for FHE.
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2.3

Chemical Sensing
With toxic chemicals getting in our water, food, and human body, there is a great

need for devices that can indicate its presence and quantity. To do this, the devices use
chemical sensors that are designed and calibrated for a certain chemical [22-28]. These
devices are being used to detect if the water is safe to drink, and in some places, this
device can save lives. Chemical sensors can also be used to indicate if a surface is
sterile by detecting the presence of bacteria. Many houses are currently equipped with a
carbon monoxide detector which use chemical sensors. The human body is full of
chemicals and with a blood test, we can know precisely know the quantity of a certain
chemical compound. For example, diabetes which around seven million people develop
annually can have a large impact on a person’s body [29]. Currently there is no way to
cure diabetes, but there is a way to monitor the glucose in the human body thereby
improving treatment efficiency [29]. The need to monitor the chemicals is a very
important concern in our lives. With this being an important topic for research, in the
years ahead we will see these systems being placed in more applications and sensing
even more chemicals.
2.3.1 Acquisition Methods
Measuring the response of sensors can be a difficult but an important task. For
chemical sensors, there are many methods to read the response of the sensor. One
acquisition method is colorimetric based, where the color of the sensor will change. This
method is used in pH strips testing strips to determine the pH level of a substance.
Using colorimetry, a variety of chemicals can be detected like leukocyte, nitrite,
urobilinogen, protein, pH, hemoglobin, specific gravity, ketone, bilirubin, and glucose
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[30]. Using a smartphone’s camera and a machine-vision algorithm, the program will
look at each of the colorimetric squares each relating to a different chemical and detect
if the chemical is present and for some, determine the intensity [30]. Optical emission
spectroscopy is an acquisition method that has also been used for chemical sensing.
Using an optical probe connected to a spectrometer to sweep the wavelength, a micro
plasma discharge device can be used to detect which chemicals are present depending
on the intensity at specific wave lengths [31]. This acquisition method can be used to
detect concentrations as low as 1 pM of lead nitrate or potassium chloride [31].
Another way to read chemical sensors is using the electrochemical sensing
method. Electrochemical sensing has been proven to work for biosensing applications
because of its ability to sense a variety of chemical compounds and to determine their
concentration [32]. With electrochemical sensing, there are three different acquisition
methods that can be used: potentiometry, coulometry, or voltammetry. Potentiometry
measures the potential voltage between two electrodes, while with coulometry the
current throughout the cell is measured and when using voltammetry, current is
measured while varying the cell’s potential [33]. The author is focusing on the use of
voltammetry method which can be used to gather information from cyclic voltammetry
graphs as well as chronoamperometry graphs.
2.3.2 Electrochemical Sensor Designs
The electrochemical sensors design can be implemented with a two, three, or
four electrode system. In a two-electrode system, the counter and working electrode are
used to measure the voltage drop across a system [34]. With the three-electrode
design, a reference electrode is added to the system. In this setup, the working
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electrode is what is being measured, the counter electrode acts as a current source,
and the reference electrode holds a constant potential. This allows for more applications
and a more confident reading, and accuracy compared to the two-electrode system [35].
For a four-electrode system, a working sense electrode is implemented into the system.
With this configuration, the reactions at the working electrode are not being measured.
Instead the effect of the current of the solution itself is being measured [35].
2.4
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CHAPTER 3
PORTABLE ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEM
3.1

Introduction
It has been proven that electrochemical sensing methods can detect and quantify

the concentration of glucose using a large stationary machine in a laboratory
environment [1-5]. To design an all-in-one system, an electronic readout had to be
designed that would keep the major functions of the system while being able to fit in the
palm of a hand. The idea is that this device could be turned into a biosensing patch on a
human body if proven that it can be portable while still being reliable. Many tasks were
involved in making this system ranging from the sensor to the electronics to the variety
of tests being performed. These tasks will be described in detail in this chapter.
3.2

Experimental
This section will discuss how the author designed and fabricated a three-

electrode sensor and developed a portable electronic read out unit for the sensor.
3.2.1 Sensor Design
For developing a three-electrode sensor, the design was based on a printed
electrochemical sensor reported previously [6]. The design was made in Autodesk
AutoCAD 2019 and was 2 cm by 1 cm (Fig. 3.1). The contact pads were placed 3.85
mm apart to match the profile of the connector for the electronic read out. All sharp (90
degree) corners were rounded to allow for easier fabrication, which is different from the
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reference design. The sensor consisted of counter, working, and reference electrodes
(Fig. 3.1).

Figure 3.1. Schematic of three-electrode sensor.
3.2.2 Sensor Fabrication
To fabricate the sensor, the process of laser etching was used. A 6 MW fiber
laser from Universal Laser Systems was used to pattern the design out of copper tape
(Bertech CFT-2). This sensor was a two-layer design (Fig. 3.2). The bottom layer was
the polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrate while the top layer was the copper tape.
After several attempts of changing the laser parameters to pattern the sensor, a burning
problem occurred in some areas. To fix this, the design was broken up into 3 sections
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each containing a different color (black, blue, and red) (Fig 3.1). Each color had different
laser parameters (power and speed) therefore the areas that were burning could be
reduced in power. After this fix, the sensor was fabricated as designed. Once the sensor
was patterned with the laser machine, tweezers were used to pull away the unwanted
copper (Fig 3.3).

Figure 3.2 Fabrication steps for three-electrode sensor.

Figure 3.3 Photograph of fabricated sensor.
3.2.3 Electronics
To preform electrochemical sensing with a low power consumption, Texas
Instruments programmable Analog Front End (AFE) potentiostat LMP91000 IC was
used. This IC is an analog front-end circuitry that is specifically designed for
electrochemical voltammetry applications. The device operates on 2.7 V – 5.25 V
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supply voltage and uses a low amount of current less than 10 μA while having key
features like programmable cell bias and programmable transimpedance amplifier gain
[7]. This IC then is interfaced with a microcontroller as shown in figure 3.4 which sets
the parameters via I2C communications and reads the output voltage. The
microcontroller used was the Adafruit Feather nRF52832. This controller was used
because of its small size (22.86 mm by 50.8 mm), low power consumption (5.3uW), 12bit analog to digital converter (ADC), and Bluetooth low energy (BLE) compatibility

Figure 3.4 Schematic of the LMP91000 IC [7].
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After a working prototype was built, a custom printed circuit board (PCB) was
designed using Autodesk Eagle 2019. This board included the LMP91000 IC for
electrochemical sensing and the nRF52832 to configure the LPM91000 and wirelessly
transmit the results. The microcontroller contained a reset button as well as a DTR
option for programing. There is also a 32.768 oscillation crystal attached to the
microcontroller (Fig 3.5).

Figure 3.5 Schematic of the microcontroller unit.
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The LMP91000 was connected to the microcontroller via I2C with two pull up resistors
to remove the chance of error during communication (Fig 3.6).

Figure 3.6 Schematic for the electrochemical sensing circuit.
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The reference voltage applied to the LMP91000 can either be internal (3.3 V) or
external. For external, an RC circuit was added which was being controlled by the
microcontroller using PWM which operated at a frequency of 64 kHz (Fig 3.7). A
simulation was performed to find the time it takes to reach its saturation level (Fig 3.8).
With this information, a delay of 20 ms was implemented into the program before the
program starts to set the reference voltage. The simulation also showed the variation in
the reference voltage to be about 1.7 mV (Fig 3.9).

Figure 3.7 Schematic of the reference voltage circuit.
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Figure 3.8 Simulation of the reference voltage reaching saturation.

Figure 3.9 Simulation of the reference voltage variation.
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Another feature on the board was a battery charging and monitoring circuit, so the that
battery never has to be removed from the system (Fig 3.10).

Figure 3.10 Schematic of battery charging and battery monitoring circuit.
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To filter the power, a 3.3 voltage regulator was added, and a DMG3415 MOSFET was
used to switch between battery and USB power (Fig 3.11).

Figure 3.11 Schematic of the power filtering.
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The board also contained two different connectors for the sensor. The main connector
was a zero-insertion force (ZIF) connector that was for the three-electrode sensor. The
other connector was a pin header so any external sensor could be tested with it. By
shorting the reference and counter pins in the header, a two-electrode sensor could be
used (Fig 3.12).

Figure 3.12 Schematic for the external connectors.
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The board could be programed through JTAG pins or the more convenient way, through
a micro USB cable. This could be done through the onboard USB to UART bridge (Fig
3.13).

Figure 3.13 Schematic of the device programing circuit.
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There are also 3 LEDs on the board which can be used in the program or turned off to
save power consumption. Currently, 1 LED is used to show if the battery is charging or
not, another LED is used to show BLE connectivity, and the final LED shows if a test is
in progress of not. The schematic of the entire system can be seen in figure 3.14.

Figure 3.14 Schematic of Portable Electrochemical System.
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The PCB included 3 mm holes which were placed in three corners of the board to allow
for locking-in-place if a protective cover was used. To reduce the noise in the circuit, a
ground plane was added throughout the board. For simplicity in production and cost
reduction, the board was designed for only two layers. With being only two layers, the
applications for this device are more open because the board can be manufactured on a
flexible polyimide material like Kapton instead of the traditional fiberglass. With all these
hardware features, the overall PCB dimension is 51 mm by 62 mm which is smaller than
an average adult hand (Fig 3.15).

Figure 3.15 Photograph of the Portable Electrochemical System.
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3.2.4 Calibration
After the sensor circuit were fabricated, the system was calibrated. The
calibration was completed in two parts: making the code for the system and using a
graphing program for post analysis the recorded data. The code for the program was
written in C++ using the Arduino IDE and the flowchart of the program is shown in figure
3.16. Source code is provided in appendix.
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Figure 3.16 Flowchart for the program used on the microcontroller.
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The LMP91000 was configured using a multi-step process which included: TIA gain,
load resistance, reference source, internal zero, bias sign, bias voltage, mode,
frequency, number of points, and accuracy. Since this was a multi-step process, the
author developed custom algorithms for automating this process. The user can choose
between six different tests. These include current vs time, current vs voltage,
impedance vs time, current vs frequency, impedance vs frequency, and a glucose
detection mode. With these configurations the user now only must select the test, TIA
gain, frequency, and length of test. For the TIA gain, there are seven preset gains, and
the PCB also features the ability to make a custom gain through the pin head connector.
The higher the gain the lower the concentration that can be detected and the lower the
gain the higher the concentration can be detected. Since there is no way to tell which
gain is needed until the test is running, an automatic gain setter was implemented in the
code to find the optimal gain for testing chemicals in just moments after the chemical
was applied to the sensor. This feature also adds the ability to increase or decrease the
gain automatically during the test. This is very useful for tests like cyclic voltammogram.
With these software features, the user now must select only the test type, desired
frequency (if required), and the length of the test. To make sure these graphs and
reading are correct, the results were compared with previous work [8].
If the user does not want to run the test, and instead want to know only the
concentration of glucose, this can be done as well. For initial calibration, tests with the
current vs time mode for a length of five seconds was done (Fig 3.17). A five second
time interval is used because the initial current recorded is affected by the velocity of the
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chemical being applied to the sensor. After five seconds, the sensor response stabilizes
enough to have an accurate and consistent reading. Testing multiple different known
concentrations of glucose helped get a clear calibration curve which. Now the user
could do a drop test of glucose mixed with deionized (DI) water and find the glucose
concentration.

Figure 3.17 Pipette to drop the glucose sample onto the sensor.
3.3

Results and Discussion
During a test where the results would be wirelessly transmitted to a smartphone,

the systems uses about 2.8 mA. When there is no test running, the system uses about
1.6 mA. This means that with a small 400 mAH lithium polymer battery, while running a
test every minute, the system would last roughly 9.8 days. This device would therefore
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work for applications that require a working duration of one week. This time could be
increased by reducing the test rate or by increasing the battery size.
The program functions were tested, and the results are shown below. Figure 3.18
shows the test results for the cyclic voltammogram mode for a 1 mM glucose in DI
water. Different scan rates were used due to a combination between the present
LMP91000 biases and the variable reference voltage that was implemented on the
custom PCB. A frequency sweep test was performed to find the best sample frequency
for glucose. The largest delta between the concentrations will give the best accuracy
when predicting the concentration. It was observed there was not much of a change
throughout the frequency of 1 Hz to 1 kHz (Fig. 3.19). This is because the maximum
sample rate for the device is 1 kHz and therefore a change in delta might have
appeared at higher frequencies. The device was then set to a sampling frequency rate
of 100 Hz. Figure 3.20 shows the chronoamperogram (current vs time) of different
concentrations of glucose. Figure 3.21 shows the calibration curve that was created for
the data. Each concentration was tested 6 times and the average was used in the
calculations for the calibration curve.
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Cyclic Voltammogram for 1 mM of Glucose
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Figure 3.18 Cyclic voltammogram for 1 mM of glucose.
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Figure 3.19 Frequency sweep from 1 Hz to 1 kHz.
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Chronoamperogram for Glucose
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Figure 3.20 Chronoamperogram for various concentrations of glucose.
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Figure 3.21 Calibration curve used to detect glucose concentrations.
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A mixture of 7 mM of glucose was made to test the calibration curve. For this
test, four trials were performed. Table 3.1 shows the results for each of the test.
Averaging those numbers gives a reading of 7.21 mM which has a 2.96% error. A
possible reason for the error and different predictions between test can be the velocity
that the fluid is put onto the sensor or the location it was applied to. Through
observation, when the velocity of the applied chemical was large, a slightly larger
chemical reading would appear compared to a slow velocity. The large velocity could be
shifting the copper tape, or the chemical could be going under the tape as well. When
applying the chemical with a slow velocity, the chemical reaction starts before all the
sensor is covered. This could be better controlled using an automated process which
would apply the fluid with the same velocity to the sensor and in the same location each
time. Another reason for the 2.96% error can be due to the open sensor design. This
design makes the processes simpler to apply the chemical solution however, it also can
add noise to the system. Since the system is reading very small current
(microamperes), the results could vary slightly between tests.
Table 3.1. Prediction results for 7 mM of glucose based on calibration curve.

Prediction
(mM)

Trial 1

Trail 2

Trail 3

Trail 4

7.08

6.94

7.56

7.25
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The system was also tested using a two-electrode sensor attached to the pin
header. For this test, sodium chloride (NaCl) was used in concentrations of 1 pM, 1 nM,
1 uM, and 1 mM. The device was able to read the current passing through the two
electrodes (Fig. 3.22).

Chronoamperogram for NaCl with Two-Electrode Sensor
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Figure 3.22 Chronoamperogram using a two-electrode sensor testing NaCl.
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CHAPTER 4
FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION
4.1

Future Work
The author has a few ideas that could help further improve the project.
➢ By creating a flow cell, this can control the analyte volume on the sensing area of
the sensor. This should improve the error for predicting the concentration of a
glucose.
➢ The printed circuit board was made with traditional fiberglass. To further Advance
the use of this system in a variety of applications, the printed circuit board can be
Kapton based to provide flexibility. This would open the door for bio-applications
including patches on a human body or sensing chemicals on a curved surface
like a water bottle or food container.
➢ A custom smartphone application can be developed that would make the user
interface much simpler. Currently, a BLE terminal is being used and the user
must know the commands to adjust the parameters and start the program.
➢ To make a full biosensing system, more chemicals than just glucose needs to be
detected. Adding multiple sensors to the system and running simultaneous tests
with each sensor calibrated for a different chemical would be a viable
improvement.

4.2

Conclusion
Overall, the author developed a portable electronic device that was able to detect

different concentrations of glucose using a sensor that was made with FHE fabrication
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techniques. With this device, electrochemical sensing can be done anywhere, not just a
laboratory, in a matter of 5 seconds and be recorded wirelessly using a smart phone.
The portable electrochemical device is low-cost which can largely improve the available
applications for chemical detection with FHE sensors.
In summary, a three-electrode sensor was fabricated using copper tape on a
PET substrate. The design was precisely patterned using a fiber laser machine. The
electrical circuit consisted of two main parts: the Nordic Semiconductor nRF52832
microcontroller and Texas Instruments LMP91000 IC. The LMP91000 IC was the front
end for electrochemical sensing and the nRF52832 microcontroller was performing the
calculations and transmitting the wireless signal. The electronics also include two power
options (3.7V battery or a micro USB cable), a battery monitoring and charging circuit,
and the ability to use an external sensor. The device could be configured for two and
three-electrode sensors, has the ability to change the potential across the sensor, and
could also change the sampling rate for the system. The program could be used for
testing purposes by creating a current vs time graph or be used to detect the
concentration of a chemical after properly obtaining a calibration curve. This system
proved that it was able to detect glucose concentrations.
With the knowledge gained from this thesis, the author learned a great deal
about FHE and the potential they have for future applications. There is a large area for
research in this field, for both the sensors and electronic read out systems. Having the
knowledge of how the sensors perform, knowing the acquisition methods required, and
the different fabrication methods is a great start to being able to make the electronic
readout systems required to make consumer products, but there is much more still to
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learn. The author would like to learn more about the emerging field of FHE by working
for a company that has a background in FHE or is interested in starting a product using
FHE.
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APPENDIX
Code For Microcontroller
#include <Wire.h>
#include <bluefruit.h>
#include "LMP91000.h"
#define sensor A3
#define MENB 7
#define vref 16

/*Enter the Parameters Here*/
//TIA..2P75K,3P5K,7K,14K,35K,120K,or 350K.. RLoad 10,33,50,100
//Reference Control source = INT,EXT..Z = 20PCT,50PCT,67PCT..Sign =
POS,NEG..Bias = 0PCT,1PCT,2PCT,4PCT,6PCT,8PCT -> 24PCT
uint8_t TiaSet = TIA_350K;
uint8_t RSet = RLOAD_33;
float vrefVoltage = 0.0; // must be between 1.5 and vdd. Use 0.0 if using
Ref_Source_INT.
uint8_t IntSet = INT_Z_50PCT;
uint8_t SignSet = BIAS_SIGN_POS;
uint8_t BiasSet = BIAS_14PCT;
uint8_t FetSet = FET_SHORT_DISABLED;
uint8_t ModeSet = MODE_AMPEROMETRIC;
int function = 0; // 0=current vs time, 1=current vs voltage, 2 = impedence vs time, 3 =
current vs frequency, 4 = impedence vs freq,
//5 curr and imp vs time, 6 curr and imp vs freq, 7 is chemical detection for KCL
int accuracyVolt = 20; //how many mV/s
//int delayVoltamm = 330; //Delay inbetween samples for voltamm, only matters if
Function is 1
int delayTime = 100;// Sample frequency if Function is set to 0
float vdd = 3.30; //Constant voltage going to vdd on the lmp91000.
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bool autoCali = 1;
int totalPoints = 150; //how many points we want
/* No need to change any other parameters */

BLEUart bleuart;
bool startpro = 0;
const float resolution = 0.0008836156242;
const float analogCon = 78.4;
bool atBase = false;
int infreqStep = 0; // this is for the frequency sweep
int freqStep;
uint8_t gainArr [7] = {TIA_2P75K, TIA_3P5K, TIA_7K, TIA_14K, TIA_35K, TIA_120K,
TIA_350K};
uint8_t gainIndex = 6;
int initalFreq = 1000000;
int infreqKept = 4; //length of freq set
int freq;
int freqKept;
uint8_t RefSet = REF_SOURCE_INT;
int raw;
int varyVoltage = 236;
int phase = 0;
float countPoints = 0;
int voltammStart = 0;
uint8_t bias;
float appliedVolt;
float result;
float current;
float voltage;
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float biasVoltage = 0;
float biasPercent = 0;
int kclCount = 0;
float zero;
float gain;
int counter = 0;
int icounter = 0;
int sub = 0;
uint8_t TiaN;
uint8_t RefN;
uint8_t RefINT;
int newmess = 0;
LMP91000 lmp;
uint8_t buf[64];
uint8_t rec[64];
int len;
int i = 0;
int reci = 0;
int togglee = 1;
int counttt = 0;
int voltPoints = 0;

void setup(void) {
Serial.begin(115200);
Wire.begin();
analogReadResolution(12);
pinMode(MENB, OUTPUT); //The enable to use I2C
pinMode (sensor, INPUT); //The output from the LMP91000
pinMode (vref, OUTPUT);
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configSettings();
bluetoothStart();

}

void configSettings() {

if (vrefVoltage != 0.00) {
RefSet = REF_SOURCE_EXT;
analogWrite(vref, vrefVoltage * analogCon);
delay(25); // rise time delay
vdd = vrefVoltage;
}

freq = initalFreq;
freqKept = infreqKept * 1000000;
freqStep = infreqStep;
accuracyVolt = 3000 / accuracyVolt;

digitalWrite(MENB, HIGH);
delay(5);
digitalWrite(MENB, LOW); //active low
delay(1);
if (autoCali == true)
TiaSet = gainArr[gainIndex];
lmp.change(TiaSet | RSet, RefSet | IntSet | SignSet | BiasSet, FetSet |
ModeSet);//Write inital parameters
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setGainZero();
delay(10); //wait a tad to start
// displayInit(); //Checks/displays if lmp91000 was configured
}

void bluetoothStart() {
Bluefruit.autoConnLed(true);

Bluefruit.configPrphBandwidth(BANDWIDTH_MAX);

Bluefruit.begin();
Bluefruit.setTxPower(4);
Bluefruit.setName("ElectroChemical");

// Configure and Start BLE Uart Service
bleuart.begin();

// Set up and start advertising
startAdv();
}

void startAdv(void)
{
// Advertising packet
Bluefruit.Advertising.addFlags(BLE_GAP_ADV_FLAGS_LE_ONLY_GENERAL_DISC_
MODE);
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Bluefruit.Advertising.addTxPower();

// Include bleuart 128-bit uuid
Bluefruit.Advertising.addService(bleuart);
Bluefruit.ScanResponse.addName();

Bluefruit.Advertising.restartOnDisconnect(true);
Bluefruit.Advertising.setInterval(32, 244);
Bluefruit.Advertising.setFastTimeout(30);
Bluefruit.Advertising.start(0);

// in unit of 0.625 ms
// number of seconds in fast mode

// 0 = Don't stop advertising after n seconds

}

void loop(void) {

while ( bleuart.available() )
{
newmess = 1;
rec [reci] = (uint8_t) bleuart.read();
reci++;
}
if (newmess == 1) {
decoder();
reci = 0;
}

if (startpro == 1) {
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switch (function) {
case 0:
delay(delayTime);
currentVtime();
displayRes();
break;
case 1:
voltammetry();
break;
case 2:
ImpTime();
break;
case 3:
FrequencyCurrent();
break;
case 4:
FrequencyImpedence();
break;
case 5:
delay(delayTime);
currentVtime();
displayResBoth();
break;
case 6:
delay(freq);
freq = freq - freqStep;
if (freq <= 0) {
startpro = 0;
}
currentVtime();
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displayResBoth();
break;
case 7:
if (kclCount < (6000 / 100)) {
delay(delayTime);
currentVtime();
kclCount ++;
}
else {
kclCount = 0;
result = (result - 1.32) + 1.32;
displayConc();
}
break;
default:
break;
}

if (autoCali == true && (raw > 3700 || raw < 25) && atBase == false) {
if (gainIndex == 0) {
Serial.println("Chemical Concentration is to high");
atBase = true;
}
else {

gainIndex--;
configSettings();
Serial.print("lowering gain to: ");
Serial.print(gain * 1000);
Serial.println("k");
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}
if (function == 1) {
voltammStart = 0;
Serial.println("Restarting Voltammetry");
}

}
}
else {
voltammStart = 0;
freq = initalFreq;
gainIndex = 6;
freqKept = infreqKept * 1000000;
freqStep = infreqStep;
kclCount = 0;
}

}

void FrequencyCurrent() {
int freqCount;
float freqTot = 0;
for ( freqCount = 0; freqCount < (freqKept / freq); freqCount ++) {
delayMicroseconds(freq);
raw = analogRead(sensor);
voltage = resolution * raw;
freqTot = freqTot + ((voltage - (vdd * zero))) / gain;
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}
result = freqTot / freqCount;
displayResF();
freqStep = freqStep + 10;
freq = 1000000/freqStep;
if (freqStep >= 1000) {
startpro = 0;
}

}

void displayResF () {

Serial.print(1000000/freq);
Serial.print ("\t");
Serial.println(result);

setupTx();
bleuart.write( buf, len + 1 );

}

void displayRes () {
Serial.print(raw);
Serial.print("\t");
Serial.println(result);
setupTx();
bleuart.write( buf, len + 1 );
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}

void displayConc() {
Serial.println(result);
setupTx();
bleuart.write( buf, len + 1 );
}

void displayVoltammRes () {

Serial.print(raw);
Serial.print("\t");

Serial.print(biasVoltage, 3);
Serial.print("\t");
Serial.println (result);

setupTx();
bleuart.write( buf, len + 1 );
}

void displayResBoth () {
Serial.print(result);
Serial.print("\t");
if ( result < 0) {
result = appliedVolt * -1000000 / result;
}
else {
result = appliedVolt * 1000000 / result;
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}

Serial.println(result);

setupTx();
bleuart.write( buf, len + 1 );
}

void setupTx() {

String b = (String)result;
len = b.length();
char c[len];
b.toCharArray(c, len + 1);

for ( i = 0; i < len; i++) {
buf[i] = c[i];
}
buf[i] = 10;
}

void currentVtime() {
raw = analogRead(sensor);
voltage = resolution * raw;
result = (voltage - (vdd * zero)) / gain;

}
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void FrequencyImpedence() {
int freqCount;
float freqTot = 0;
for (freqCount = 0; freqCount < (freqKept / freq); freqCount ++) {
delay(freq);
raw = analogRead(sensor);
voltage = resolution * raw;
current = (voltage - (vdd * zero)) / gain;
if ( current < 0) {
freqTot = freqTot +(appliedVolt * -100000000 / current);
}
else{
result = freqTot + (appliedVolt * 100000000 / current);
}
}
result = freqTot / (100 * freqCount);
displayResF();
freqStep = freqStep + 10;
freq = 1000000/freqStep;
if (freqStep >= 1000) {
startpro = 0;
}
}

void ImpTime() {
delay(delayTime);
raw = analogRead(sensor);
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voltage = resolution * raw;
current = (voltage - (vdd * zero)) / gain;
if ( current < 0) {
result = appliedVolt * -1000000 / current;
}
else {
result = appliedVolt * 1000000 / current;
}

displayRes();
}

void voltammetry() {

if (voltammStart == 0) {
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 13);
voltammStart = 1;
phase = 1;
sub = 1;
voltPoints = 933 / totalPoints;
varyVoltage = 236;
biasPercent = -24;
analogWrite(vref, varyVoltage);
delay(500);
}

delay(accuracyVolt);
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if (voltPoints == 0) {

raw = analogRead(sensor);
voltage = resolution * raw;
vdd = varyVoltage / 78.4;
result = (voltage - (vdd * zero)) / gain; //current
biasVoltage = (vdd * biasPercent) / 100;
displayVoltammRes();
voltPoints = 933 / totalPoints;
}
else {
voltPoints--;
}

if (phase == 1) {

if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 1) {
sub = 2;
biasPercent = -12;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 7);
varyVoltage = 236;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 2) {
sub = 4;
biasPercent = -6;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 4);
varyVoltage = 236;
}
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else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 4) {
sub = 6;
biasPercent = -4;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 3);
varyVoltage = 177;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 6) {
sub = 12;
biasPercent = -2;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 2);
varyVoltage = 236;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 12) {
sub = 24;
biasPercent = -1;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 1);
varyVoltage = 236;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 24) {
biasPercent = 0;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 0);
varyVoltage = 142;
phase = 2;
}

varyVoltage = varyVoltage - sub;
analogWrite(vref, varyVoltage);

}
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else if ( phase == 2) {
biasPercent = 1;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 1);
phase = 3;
}

else if (phase == 3) {

if ( varyVoltage >= 235 && sub == 1) {
biasPercent = 24;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 13);
phase = 4;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 2) {
sub = 1;
biasPercent = 24;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 13);
varyVoltage = 118;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 4) {
sub = 2;
biasPercent = 12;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 7);
varyVoltage = 118;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 177 && sub == 6) {
sub = 4;
biasPercent = 6;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 4);
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varyVoltage = 118;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 12) {
sub = 6;
biasPercent = 4;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 3);
varyVoltage = 118;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 24) {
sub = 12;
biasPercent = 2;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 2);
varyVoltage = 118;
}

varyVoltage = varyVoltage + sub;
analogWrite(vref, varyVoltage);
}

else if (phase == 4) {

if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 1) {
sub = 2;
biasPercent = 12;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 7);
varyVoltage = 236;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 2) {
sub = 4;
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biasPercent = 6;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 4);
varyVoltage = 236;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 4) {
sub = 6;
biasPercent = 4;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 3);
varyVoltage = 177;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 6) {
sub = 12;
biasPercent = 2;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 2);
varyVoltage = 236;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 12) {
sub = 24;
biasPercent = 1;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 16 | 1);
varyVoltage = 236;
}
else if ( varyVoltage <= 118 && sub == 24) {
biasPercent = 0;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 0);
varyVoltage = 142;
phase = 5;
}

varyVoltage = varyVoltage - sub;
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analogWrite(vref, varyVoltage);

}
else if ( phase == 5) {
biasPercent = -1;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 1);
phase = 6;

}

else if (phase == 6) {

if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 1) {
biasPercent = 0;

RefSet = REF_SOURCE_INT;
vdd = 3.3;
if (vrefVoltage != 0.00) {
RefSet = REF_SOURCE_EXT;
vdd = vrefVoltage;
}
lmp.sweep(RefSet | IntSet | SignSet | BiasSet);
varyVoltage = (vrefVoltage * analogCon) - 1;
startpro = 0;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 2) {
sub = 1;
biasPercent = -24;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 13);
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varyVoltage = 118;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 4) {
sub = 2;
biasPercent = -12;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 7);
varyVoltage = 118;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 177 && sub == 6) {
sub = 4;
biasPercent = -6;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 4);
varyVoltage = 118;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 12) {
sub = 6;
biasPercent = -4;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 3);
varyVoltage = 118;
}
else if ( varyVoltage >= 236 && sub == 24) {
sub = 12;
biasPercent = -2;
lmp.sweep(128 | IntSet | 2);
varyVoltage = 118;
}

varyVoltage = varyVoltage + sub;
analogWrite(vref, varyVoltage);
}
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}

void setGainZero() {
TiaN = TiaSet;
switch (TiaN) {
case 4:
gain = 0.00275;
break;
case 8:
gain = 0.0035;
break;
case 12:
gain = 0.007;
break;
case 16:
gain = 0.014;
break;
case 20:
gain = 0.035;
break;
case 24:
gain = 0.12;
break;
case 28:
gain = 0.35;
break;
default:
gain = 0;
break;
}
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RefINT = IntSet | RefSet;
switch (IntSet) {
case 0:
zero = 0.2;
break;
case 32:
zero = 0.5;
break;
case 64:
zero = 0.67;
break;
default:
zero = 0;
break;
}

if (RefSet == 0) {
switch (BiasSet) {
case 0:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0;
break;
case 1:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.01;
break;
case 2:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.02;
break;
case 3:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.04;
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break;
case 4:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.06;
break;
case 5:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.08;
break;
case 6:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.10;
break;
case 7:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.12;
break;
case 8:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.14;
break;
case 9:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.16;
break;
case 10:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.18;
break;
case 11:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.20;
break;
case 12:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.22;
break;
case 13:
appliedVolt = vdd * 0.24;
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break;
}

}
else {
switch (BiasSet) {
case 0:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0;
break;
case 1:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.01;
break;
case 2:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.02;
break;
case 3:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.04;
break;
case 4:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.06;
break;
case 5:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.08;
break;
case 6:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.10;
break;
case 7:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.12;
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break;
case 8:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.14;
break;
case 9:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.16;
break;
case 10:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.18;
break;
case 11:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.20;
break;
case 12:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.22;
break;
case 13:
appliedVolt = vrefVoltage * 0.24;
break;
}

}
}

void displayInit() {
Serial.println("Initial setting for the LMP91000");
Serial.print("TIA: ");
Serial.println(lmp.read(TIACTRL), HEX);
Serial.print("Reference: ");
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Serial.println(lmp.read(REFCTRL), HEX);
Serial.print("Mode: ");
Serial.println(lmp.read(MODECTRL), HEX);
}

void connect_callback(uint16_t conn_handle)
{
BLEConnection* connection = Bluefruit.Connection(conn_handle);
char central_name[32] = { 0 };
connection->getPeerName(central_name, sizeof(central_name));

Serial.print("Connected to ");
Serial.println(central_name);
}

void disconnect_callback(uint16_t conn_handle, uint8_t reason)
{
(void) conn_handle;
(void) reason;

Serial.println();
Serial.println("Disconnected");
}

void decoder() {
/* debug purpose
for ( int k = 0; k < reci -1 ; k++){
Serial.write(rec[k]);
}
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Serial.println();
*/
newmess = 0;
switch (rec[0]) {
case 'a'://TIA
TiaSet = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[3] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Gain set");
break;
case 'b'://Rload
RSet = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[3] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Rload set");
break;
case 'c': //Ref source
RefSet = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[3] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Ref source set");
break;
case 'd': //internal zero
IntSet = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[3] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Internal zero set");
break;
case 'e': //bias sign
SignSet = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[3] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Bias sign set");
break;
case 'f': //bias percent
BiasSet = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[3] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Bias percent set");
break;
case 'g': //fet change
FetSet = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[3] & 0xf);
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Serial.println("Fet set");
break;
case 'h': //mode control
ModeSet = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[3] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Mode set");
break;
case 'i': //function
function = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[2] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Function Set");
break;
case 'j': // mV/s for voltammerty
accuracyVolt = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 1000 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[3] & 0xf) * 10 +
(rec[4] & 0xf);
Serial.println("Delay for Volt set");
break;
case 'k': //delay for current vs time
delayTime = (rec[1] & 0xf) * 1000 + (rec[2] & 0xf) * 100 + (rec[3] & 0xf) * 10 + (rec[4]
& 0xf);
Serial.println("Delay for current sample set");
break;
case 'l': //vref voltage
vrefVoltage = (rec[1] & 0xf) + (rec[3] & 0xf) * 0.1 + (rec[4] & 0xf) * 0.01;
Serial.println("Voltage ref set");
break;
case 'm': //vdd
vdd = (rec[1] & 0xf) + (rec[3] & 0xf) * 0.1 + (rec[4] & 0xf) * 0.01;
Serial.println("VDD set");
break;
case 'n': //Congfig everything
configSettings();
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Serial.println("Reconfigured");
break;
case 'o': //Start/Stop
startpro = (rec[1] & 0xf);
//Serial.println("Start/Stop");
break;
case 'p': //auto calibrate
autoCali = (rec[1] & 0xf);
Serial.println("AutoCali Toggle");
break;
case 'q': //read lmp
displayInit();
break;}}
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